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Abstract: In this work, we elaborate on the concept of process authenticity, which intuitively corre-
sponds to the validity of all process steps and their proper binding. It represents the most exciting
forefront of distributed ledger technology research concerning the primary challenge of reliably con-
necting distributed ledger networks to the physical context it must operate. More in detail, the paper
describes a novel methodological approach to ensure the authenticity of business processes through
blockchain and several security mechanisms applied to the digital twins of the actual processes. We
illustrate difficulties and opportunities deriving from implementing process authenticity in concrete
case studies in which we were involved as software designers belonging to three critical application
domains: document dematerialization, e-voting, and healthcare.
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1. Introduction

A process or procedure is a series of (elementary) actions which are carried out in
order to achieve a particular result, often with the aid of tools and devices. Well-defined
procedures with reliable results are the foundation of structured societies and determine
their production, development, and resilience capabilities. Over time, human societies
have shown a strong tendency to organize themselves in an increasingly structured and
complex way thanks to the ever greater control of the environment and natural phenomena
resulting from the development of science and technology. Our post-industrial societies
are characterized by depending on highly complex processes, which can involve many
different actors and technologies, be composed of many phases, and be implemented on
a large scale. The more articulated and complex a procedure, the higher the risk that its
outcome may not be the desired one. Therefore, the highly complex processes that make
up the structure of post-industrial societies are also their “Achilles’ heel”.

Many efforts of modern science and technology have focused on the development of
methods and tools to ensure the accuracy and reliability of devices and processes in almost
all areas of human activity, from industrial production to commerce, from healthcare to
finance. With the development of information technology, many of the above operations
and processes are now carried out with the aid of computers and other digital tools, giving
rise to entire new disciplines, such as information security and cyber security, in order to
limit the risks of violations and their consequent damages. Surprisingly enough, however,
none of these disciplines explicitly address in a general setting the problem of process au-
thentication, which consists of obtaining evidence that all the process steps were carried out
correctly and in the right sequence. As a matter of fact, the Google Scholar searches for “pro-
cess authentication” and “process authenticity” returned about 1500 and 800 publications,
respectively, of which just a dozen were actually related to the issue considered in this work
but concerned specific processes. Still, one of the areas of IT research and development
that is experiencing great momentum is distributed ledger technology (DLT), particularly
blockchain technology. At first, these technologies spread with the promise of eliminating
financial intermediaries and enabling the democratization of money management through
the distribution of trust among many parties (decentralization) [1]. However, if there is one
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feature common to all the requests for the application of DLT/blockchain technology, this
is not decentralization, but rather the support for the integrity and monitoring of critical
processes [2,3]. Many applications of these technologies clearly show these aspects, as de-
scribed in [4]. In order to facilitate the application of DTLs, many enabling platforms have
been proposed and implemented so as to provide a wide choice to DLT developers [5,6].

The opportunities that DLT and, in particular, blockchain provide in different applica-
tion domains are evident and discussed in many research studies. In [7], a survey on the
application of blockchain technology from the point of view of applications, challenges,
and opportunities is presented, highlighting the tradeoffs regarding different blockchain
consensus mechanisms and application areas [7]. A methodology for the application of
blockchain to enable new sustainable business models related to supply chain cost re-
duction is discussed in [8]. An extensive investigation on the adoption of blockchain for
creating value in a critical application domain such as healthcare is illustrated in [9], where
four different approaches are identified: endogenous hedonistic value, public–private
conflict mitigation, utilitarian/instrumental value, and social value. Finally, the results of
the systematic study illustrated in [10] highlight that blockchain technology—as an external
force—creates an intersection among diverse research areas such as accounting, auditing,
accountability, business, management, computer science, and engineering fields.

In the present work, we first elaborate on the concept of process authenticity and
the standard cryptographic tools at our disposal to enforce that property in different use
cases. We show that no such single tool exists for generic cyber-physical procedures,
but that the bulk implementation of process authentication stems from the tamper-proof,
append-only data structure representing the core of DLT. Then, through retrospective
accounts of designs we delivered for real customers, we illustrate similarities, differences,
and caveats in implementing process authentication thanks to blockchain technology. We
consider three relevant case studies in the industry, public administration, and healthcare,
respectively, showing how we decided to deploy a blockchain ledger and implemented
some DLT-related concepts to achieve our goal.

The main contributions of our work are:

• Broad notions of process and digital twin of a process that encompass many different
cyber, physical, and cyber-physical procedures;

• An explicit definition of authenticity comprising all the use cases included in the
above notions;

• A framework to enforce and monitor the authenticity of a process, rooted in the ledger
data structure and related concepts;

• Concrete examples illustrating the design patterns followed to enforce authentic-
ity for some relevant processes in the industry, public administration, and health-
care, respectively.

The goal we intend to achieve with this contribution is twofold. On the one hand,
we provide notions, tools, and a theoretical context of reference to create, evaluate and
monitor the authenticity of sufficiently generic cyber-physical processes with the help of
computer systems. On the other hand, we give concrete examples of the application of
these concepts and tools to real-world significant cases, showing how each of these cases
underlies specific challenges, requiring ad-hoc solutions by following a careful analysis of
the application domain.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 refers to scientific
literature that we have found to some extent relevant to our approach or to the case studies
presented below. Section 3 introduces our framework for process authenticity, showing
that some DLT concepts and tools are critical to enforcing it, but also that they could be
very difficult to implement, depending on the application context. Sections 4–6 concern the
case studies presented in this work, relating, respectively, to document dematerialization,
electronic voting, and the management of health processes. These sections briefly illustrate
the application domain requirements and our design choices to meet them. We summarize
our findings and concluding remarks in Section 7.
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2. Related Works

Information security has introduced authentication procedures and mechanisms from
the very beginning, recognizing cryptographic tools as the most suitable preventive ones.
Indeed, many developments in modern cryptography concern concepts relating to different
types of authentication and the tools for enforcing them, from message authentication
codes (MAC) and digital signatures to protocols such as TLS.

The scientific literature is plenty of contributions on basic authentication tools and
procedures for enforcing integrity protection in more complex use cases. Although these
use cases often underlie actual processes as intended in this work, the notion of process
authentication does not seem to have found an explicit and clear contextualization. Ad-
ditionally, due to the scarcity of successful DLT projects outside the financial sector and
the lack of step-by-step approaches to implementing this technology, there is no clear
understanding of how and when to implement DLT concepts and the actual benefits of
such implementations to preserve the integrity of a process.

Supply networks are undoubtedly the application field where researchers and tech-
nologists have more often strived to implement some form of process authentication.
Besides the financial sector, it is also the industry with the most extensive body of work
in blockchain technology. Document dematerialization, the first case study presented in
this work, is one of the many DLT-based pilot projects in the context of SMART (Sustain-
able, Modern, Adaptive, Robust, and Technology-oriented) supply networks [11], a very
active technological sector concerning which there have been some studies and scientific
publications complementary to our work. The authors of [12] report a two-year design
science research study of a smart contract initiative piloted by a consortium in the UK’s
construction sector. They explore how a group of supply chain actors collectively designs
and pilots a blockchain solution that addresses the supply chain transparency and prove-
nance problem, developing a set of design principles that can be applied and tested in
different supply chain contexts. The paper [13] analyzes blockchain adoption drivers and
barriers, applications, and implementation stages within food supply chains. The results
are then used to develop a three-stage conceptual framework that can help managers
establish the suitability of the technology for their organization. The study [14] highlights
that blockchain technology can improve audit trail, transparency, and traceability in the
context of additive manufacturing (AM), characterized by digital assets such as CAD files,
which should be shared and processed respecting the rules of intellectual property. A major
contribution of this paper is the identification and prioritization of both technical and non-
technical barriers to blockchain adoption in AM supply chains, based on a ranking-type
Delphi study of responses by experts in the field.

Regarding the blockchain e-voting case study, several publications help us understand
the general setting of e-voting. The authors of [15] introduce a schematic of key concepts
with a review of electronic voting systems to date. A practical example with reasoning on
election organization, cryptographic tools, and voting schemes is available in [16]. Focusing
on remote e-voting (also called online e-voting), an introductory critique is available in [17].
When going specifically into the setting of blockchain e-voting, the authors of [18] give
a schematic overview of several initiatives present in the literature highlighting the pros
and cons. Finally, in [19], the authors give a severe framework to identify risks in the
adoption of blockchain e-voting systems, taking the voters’ side and providing a set of
critical questions to evaluate any new voting system proposal.

In the healthcare sector, numerous research proposals and prototype implementations
have been made on the application of blockchain technology. In [20], the authors propose a
decentralized system based on Ethereum for document management in Electronic Health
Record (EHR) systems, capable of both (i) ensuring access to medical data by allowing
patients to manage their own data and (ii) providing mechanisms to share medical data
for research purposes. In [21], a blockchain system is proposed to manage access control
to health data represented according to the standard HL7 FHIR format and guarantee
data integrity. In [22], a blockchain system is integrated with a mobile health system
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capable of managing data from wearable and non-wearable medical devices to ensure
access control, privacy and data integrity. In [23], blockchain technology is adopted to
provide secure storage of EHRs through granular access rules. In [24], a model based
on an authorized blockchain is proposed for the management and storing of EHRs of
registered patients, guaranteeing transparency and immutability. In [25], the authors
propose a blockchain-based system capable of achieving confidentiality, authentication,
and integrity of medical data and supporting fine-grained access control, using attribute-
based encryption and identity-based encryption to encrypt medical data and identity-based
signature to implement digital signatures.

3. A Framework for Process Authentication

It is interesting to note that very different processes in terms of application context and
processing share a common core structure. In fact, in their essence, they do not differ from
an assembly line or a supply chain: we can represent each one as a temporally ordered
set of steps (processing phases) carried out on one or more classes of objects. Each phase
is achieved thanks to the participation of one or more agents authorized to perform only
specific actions. Furthermore, each phase has preconditions, a success final condition,
and an error final condition. Error conditions give rise to branch points (exceptions) that
can result in repeating some processing, performing alternate processing, or stopping
processing for the objects involved. In any case, some agents may be in charge of checking
the final condition and deciding whether it was a success or a failure.

The items under processing can be digital assets, tangible and intangible objects,
or both. On the other hand, agents can be automatic machines or humans with or without
the support of special devices. Therefore, this framework encompasses a wide variety of
cyber, physical, and cyber-physical procedures. The reader can easily verify that the three
case studies presented in this article, although related to very different application domains
and problems, fall within the aforementioned abstract scheme, sketched in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of a generic process. Each step represents a processing phase carried on by some
physical or digital objects thanks to a group of working agents that can be humans or devices. Each
phase is associated with a specific input (preconditions) and output (end conditions). The validity of
end conditions can be checked by monitoring agents.

In e-voting procedures, which are discussed in Section 5, the unique kind of items un-
der processing are the intangible votes of citizens, whereas medical workflows
(see Section 6) can encompass a plethora of physical documents and digital formats that
require a data model to identify the types of data produced and consumed in each activity.
In the case of document dematerialization (see Section 4), the objects of the processing are of
two types: archival units and their corresponding digital archives, which consist of copies
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obtained by optical scanning of the first ones and the related files and metadata useful
for archival purposes. For a generic production chain, they are the object to be produced
P and those from which it is obtained. For example, we can think of assembling a car
from all its components or producing food from its ingredients. These last two examples
are only apparently more complicated than the one relating to dematerialization. We can
assume that each of the constituent components of our product P is the final successful
outcome of an independent production chain, which does not fall under the responsibility
of the company that produces P, whose only duty will be to ascertain that the quality of P’s
components (as corroborated by third-parties) is capable of producing P. Something similar
also occurs in the dematerialization process: for example, during the physical treatment
phase of the paper archives, suitable chemical preparations from third-party companies
must be used.

The previous property can be observed in many other different contexts than produc-
tion chains, including those concerning public consultations and medical workflows. It
establishes that different processes can be composed in a more complex one or, conversely,
that a process can be decomposed into simpler, independent sub-processes. The compos-
ability of processes is often exploited by industry and service providers because it allows
splitting work charges, checks, and responsibilities into several phases or between several
companies. In some cases, composability allows splitting a process with branches and
loops in an ordered set of pipelined or parallel linear processes such as that in Figure 1.

3.1. The Digital Twin of a Process

The differences among the process descriptions resulting from the previous schema-
tization become even more nuanced if we consider the digital representation of these
processes. Introduced for manufacturing [26], the term digital twin denotes a set of concepts
and methodologies for creating digital models of real-world objects and processes that
serve as their virtual counterparts or analogs [27,28]. Through a comprehensive physical
and functional description of a component, product, or system, its digital twin includes all
information that could be useful in all the current and subsequent life-cycle phases [29,30].

Abstracting from manufacturing, the digital twin of a process can be regarded as an
informational structure describing its key parameters and outcomes. In the following, we
will refer to the digital twin obtained during the execution of a process, denoted in [28]
as β digital twin to distinguish it from the α digital twin introduced for describing and
simulating the process before its implementation. The distinguishing features of the digital
twin as intended thereafter are that: (i) it contains the actual parameter values, outcomes,
and other associated resources determined during process execution; and (ii) after process
completion, it is completely defined and no further changes may be introduced.

But what does it actually mean to obtain a digital twin P̃ of a given process P? What
real benefits does this entail?

It should be clear that the way we can obtain P̃ and the accuracy with which it
represents P strictly depend on P’s nature. Some processes are natively digital, or it is very
easy for them to obtain a digital twin. In the editing of a file through a computer application,
for example, the person acting as a working (and monitoring) agent is represented by an
operating system user, the object under processing is digital data, and the performed
actions correspond to program instructions executed by the computer. Several multi-party
processes, in different contexts, also share this feature. A notable example is that of games:
card games, chess, and roulette are all processes for which it would not be difficult to
design a digital twin, albeit its implementation could be cumbersome. In fact, there have
long been online versions of such games on the Internet. Many other processes, however,
are much more difficult to represent digitally. Whether it is the production of a type of
vegetable, the assembly of the components of an appliance, or the care of a diabetic patient,
it will be necessary to digitally code in some way material objects and physical procedures
affecting them. Clearly, this can be extremely difficult. Humans and devices carrying out
or monitoring the process can make use of computer programs, where they can easily be
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associated with numerical identifiers. On the other hand, modern cryptography has long
provided algorithms and protocols to ensure the proper correspondence of such identifiers
to the subjects they represent and the fact that a particular subject is present in a specific
circumstance or time frame.

But what about the growth of a plant as a function of its cultivar and the health of
a patient following a drug treatment? The critical point is to understand if and how the
object being processed can be characterized as a set of alphanumeric parameters and which
variations of these parameters occur due to correct and wrong procedures, respectively.
In this way, it is possible to express each process stage’s preconditions and final conditions
in terms of data and computer programs. However, it will be necessary to have devices
capable of measuring the parameters above, correlating them to the various stages of
the process.

The approach to obtain a digital twin P̃ for many processes in different application
areas is to have one or more data structures capable of representing the inputs and outputs
managed by the process P and, through appropriately programmed logic, describe P as
a series of state changes for those data structures. As should be clear from the previous
discussion, the data structures and programs that make up the digital twin P̃ of a process P
are strictly dependent on the process under consideration, as well as the adherence of P̃ to
P. As a general rule, P̃ must give a digital representation of the objects under processing,
precisely reflecting their state changes in each processing phase until the final process
outcome. The reader can verify that we rely on minor variations of this approach for all the
case studies described in this work.

The reasons that induce industry and other sectors to consider the digital twin of a
process P derive above all from the need to monitor P at low cost and efficiently so as to
correct some anomalies and guarantee over time and on a large scale that the outcomes
from P meets specific criteria. Furthermore, in some cases, there is the need to protect
brands and consumers from counterfeiting, which is pejorative and undeclared changes to a
production process for profit. Although a process could be tracked, monitored, and certified
without resorting to its digital twin, this usually makes it possible to simplify controls and
reduce related costs.

3.2. Enforcing Process Authenticity

The usefulness of using a digital twin P̃ for a process P is even greater when the
company or organization running P wants to ascertain the absence of accidental or volun-
tary alterations in P, proving this circumstance to others if required by law o suggested
by the market. Indeed, as shown in Figure 2, each processing phase of P results in a P̃
step, but now these last are composed just of data and computer programs, for which
cryptography provides very effective tools to detect their forgery. Precisely, each P̃ step is
made up of programs that check preconditions and generate conditions with the support or
under the control of digital identities. Cryptography can offer protection for all these kinds
of data, regardless of their function and format, also assuring their correct provenance
(authenticity).

In this regard, we should note that the correct outcome of P is a necessary but insuffi-
cient condition for its authenticity. Even if the result appears correct, some phases of P may
have taken place differently than expected, with consequences not present on the primary
outcome but in a derivative product, or not easily detectable following routine checks.
Furthermore, even if each phase of P is performed correctly, their different order could
produce unexpected effects or results. For the proper enforcement of P’s authentication,
it is therefore imperative that its digital twin P̃—in terms of both data and programs—
represents all P phases and their relative succession in a unique and unforgeable way,
respecting the overall ordered series of preconditions and final conditions.

It should be clear at this point that the most suitable data structure to encode the
evolution of an unforgeable process corresponds to the ledger concept implemented in
various flavors in DLT. In particular, a digital twin such as the one depicted in Figure 2 can
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be effectively represented using a time-oriented, tamper-proof linked list of digital records;
that is, the quintessence of the blockchain data structure.

Figure 2. Schematic of the digital twin of a process. Thanks to DLT concepts and tools, each step
encodes a corresponding processing phase in the original process. The underlying blockchain ledger
guarantees the unforgeability of data and programs.

Some other DLT concepts and tools turn out to be critical for an adequate representa-
tion of process authenticity. First and foremost, the actions performed during each single
processing phase of P must be represented in P̃ through unforgeable programmed logic
enforcing a success end condition only if some processing on valid preconditions occurs.
This is precisely why smart contracts were introduced in [31].

Depending on the DL platform in use, the notion of asset or token [32] is another
major concept useful in implementing process authentication. In Ethereum and other
systems, tokens were introduced to encode the lifecycle of both digital assets and tangible
objects. Similarly, Hyperledger Fabric assets allow us to virtually encode any tangible and
intangible real-world asset. Last but not least, we can grasp the actions performed by the
different agents in the different phases of a process through the notion of transaction, since
it represents a change of state for an asset or token. This way, a transaction chain in the
ledger encodes the cause-and-effect correlation among different actions performed on an
object under processing.

All the above notions can be implemented using conventional cryptographic tech-
niques that are mainstream in developing DL systems. However, the digital twin of a
process also requires the correct binding of the digital identities representing agents and ob-
jects involved in the process with their corresponding entities in the physical realm. We can
accomplish that relatively easily for people and devices that can use computer programs,
thanks to digital signatures and infrastructures for managing the trust, as described in the
following section. However, for the case of a peeled tomato, we need to resort to the more
advanced and contrived approaches sketched in Section 3.4.

3.3. Identity Management and Access Control

Processes such as those we have previously introduced require that heterogeneous
agents (human beings and computer procedures) and devices (sensors, actuators, com-
puters, etc.) operate correctly and coordinated to obtain the desired results. Precisely,
the success of a process requires that each agent or device acts following a precise timeline
and carries out only specific actions that depend on certain initial conditions.

It follows that the creation of mechanisms for the enforcement and verification of the
correctness of a process requires, in the first place, management of the identities of the
subjects involved in the process and their roles, in order to be able to implement reliable
access control.
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Typically, the deployment and execution of a process correspond to the delivery of a
service by a single company or organization, which could deploy parts of the process in
outsourcing or rely on some preprocessing and its related artifacts as provided by other
companies. In this case, all the functional divisions responsible for carrying out the various
process phases belong to a single administration, simplifying the management of the digital
identities of the actors involved and, more generally, the security of the entire process.
Nevertheless, the implementation and deployment of the digital identity management
component must be well thought out. In purely centralized trust management, the IT
system and the database represent single points of failure. On the other hand, it could
be challenging to manage many actors and resources without adequate coordination and
monitoring among teams and IT systems relating to the various company divisions. In the
provision of the service that involves subcontracting, the supplier can contact external
companies while being the only one responsible, even in terms of law, for the service offered.

A less common case of a process deployment is through a company consortium, where
some companies agree to pursue a common product or service but with a clear division
of tasks and responsibilities. For example, a consortium aimed at creating a large-scale
document dematerialization service adhering to the highest standards, as described in
Section 4, could include a leading logistics company, a company specializing in standard-
ized digitization processes, and a third company specializing in archival management.

All such methods of providing the service underlie a modular and hierarchical struc-
ture for trust transmission and management that can be implemented through a public key
infrastructure (PKI), such as that supported through the X.509 standard [33]. An X.509 cer-
tificate is a digital signature binding an identity (hostname, organization, or individual)
to its public key, either signed by a certificate authority (CA) or self-signed. A party A
holding a valid X.509 certificate of another party B can use the public key it contains to
establish secure communications with B, or validate documents digitally signed by B.
X.509 also defines certificate revocation lists (CRLs) and a certification path validation
algorithm. CRLs distribute information about certificates that have been deemed invalid
by a signing authority (e.g., because the private key was lost or disclosed), whereas the
certification path validation algorithm allows for certification chains: certificates can be
issued by intermediate CAs which are, in turn, certified by higher-level CAs, eventually
reaching a trust anchor.

In centralized service delivery, the apex of trust is the CA for a single company
providing the service and acting as a (single) source of authority (SOA). If the service or
process is delivered through a consortium, identity management can be provided by a
set of cross-certificate CAs corresponding to the companies that make up the consortium.
Starting from the above trust anchors, the PKI of the company or consortium can articulate
into intermediate CAs to reflect the operational divisions of an organization, each with its
units of personnel and devices. Thanks to external CAs and intermediate CAs, a company
CA is aware of all the public key certificates for human agents and devices participating in
the process. This way, the system can track internal (company personnel and tools) and
external actors (customer representatives, public officials, business partners) in various
capacities in executing or monitoring the different phases of the process. By exploiting the
properties of public key certificates and digital signatures, the supplier and its customers
can have evidence of who participated in the process and their actions as a starting point
for an exhaustive and reliable tracking of what possibly went wrong.

Within this framework, trust decentralization can be enforced by implementing con-
sensus policies (e.g., the endorsement policy in Hyperledger Fabric [34]) at the consortium
level and individual company level. We conclude this section by emphasizing that the
aforementioned approaches to trust management concern the application (business) layer,
which is independent of the management of the distributed ledger. This means that we can
implement such approaches on both permissioned DL systems (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric)
and permissionless systems such as Ethereum. For a more comprehensive discussion on this
topic, the reader can refer to [32].
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Related work and references to the main concepts discussed in the present work are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Table 1. Scientific papers and technical reports related to the topics and concepts discussed in the
present work.

Authors and Year Topics Related to the Present Work

Kawa and Maryniak
(2019) [11]

DLT-based pilot projects in the context of SMART supply
networks and lean manufacturing

Wang et al. (2021) [12] A design science research study of a smart contract initiative
piloted by a consortium in the UK’s construction sector

Vu et al. (2021) [13]
An analysis of drivers and barriers, applications,
and implementation stages of blockchain within food supply
chains

Kurpjuweit et al. (2021) [14] Technical and non-technical barriers to blockchain adoption in
additive manufacturing supply chains

Wang et al. (2017) [15] A schematic of key concepts with a review of electronic voting
systems at date

Baudron et al. (2001) [16] A practical example on election organization and voting schemes
with related cryptographic tools

Gibson et al. (2016) [17] An introductory critic on remote e-voting

Abuidris et al. (2019) [18] Overview of several blockchain e-voting initiatives present in the
literature

Park et al. (2021) [19] A framework to identify risks in the adoption of blockchain
e-voting systems

Azaria et al. (2016) [20] A decentralized system based on Ethereum for Electronic Health
Record management

Zhang et al. (2018) [21] A blockchain system to manage access control to health data in
the standard HL7 FHIR format

Liang et al. (2017) [22] Integration of blockchain with a mobile health system capable of
managing data from wearable and non-wearable medical devices

Shahnaz et al. (2019) [23] Blockchain technology for secure storage of EHRs through
granular access rules

Capece and Lorenzi
(2020) [24]

A blockchain-based model for the management and storing of
EHRs of registered patients

Wang and Song (2018) [25]
A blockchain-based system that uses attribute-based and
identity-based encryption for the confidentiality, authentication,
and integrity of medical data

Grieves (2014) [26] Introduction of the “digital twin” concept for process monitoring
in the molding industry

Cheng et al. (2018) [27] Digital twins for cyber-physical integration and smart
manufacturing

Kholopov et al. (2019) [28] The concepts of α and β digital twins in industrial automation
Boschert and Rosen

(2016) [29]
The “digital twin” concept as a comprehensive physical and
functional description of a component, product, or system

Mandolla et al. (2019) [30] A digital twin for additive manufacturing in the aircraft industry
through the exploitation of blockchain

Szabo (1997) [31] The introduction of the concept of smart contract
Romano and Schmid

(2021) [32]
An overview of the most relevant and impacting DLT concepts.
An explicit notion of “process authenticity” although informal

3.4. Binding the Ledger to the Outside World

The trickiest point in the context of process authentication is to correctly bind the
digital entities managed through the digital twin to their counterparts in the physical
world. Standard authentication methods (e.g., digital signatures and access control) can
accomplish the above binding for people and, often, for processing devices, but the physical
resources subject to processing usually require more advanced mechanisms. More generally,
for the digital twin P̃ of a process P we have to face the garbage-in, garbage-out issue: if P̃
is fed with data other than those that characterize the process P, then P̃ will not be able
to represent P accurately, much less P authenticity. On the other hand, it can be relatively
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easy for an attacker to alter some of the boundary conditions that represent the frontier
between the physical and digital world in order to load inauthentic data into the ledger,
defeating P modeling via P̃. Anchors and oracles are two recent concepts developed in the
DLT field whose goal is to provide tools and approaches to prevent the problem above.
Oracles are third-party services used to validate data generated by unreliable sources and
pass them as input with authenticity proof to smart contracts, whereas anchors tie physical
object identifiers to object properties that are hard to clone, forge or transfer to other objects.
Anchors must enforce an advanced notion of authenticity, which is described formally
through the authentic data encoding for physical resources scheme introduced in [32]. We are
going to describe some of the challenges of implementing anchors in the next section.

4. Case Study: Document Dematerialization

For about a year, we participated in a project concerning the dematerialization of
paper documents in compliance with the updated provisions on the subject issued by
AGID-Agenzia per l’Italia Digitale (https://www.agid.gov.it/en, accessed on 3 October 2022).
The project goal was to corroborate evidence of the authenticity of the dematerialization
process thanks to an information system that monitors each phase of the process and uses
techniques to ascertain the conformity of digital documents with their paper originals.
Some of these techniques fall under DLT, and we illustrate their benefits and limitations
after carefully analyzing the design requirements for this case.

4.1. The Document Dematerialization Business

Many companies and public administrations still use paper documents to store and
share information with employees and users. In most cases, they implement only partial
digital workflows, with output represented by paper documents that must be converted
to digital format to be processed by subsequent systems. However, this turns out to be
detrimental to productivity, quality of service, data security, and costs. The management of
information through paper documents results in long times for searching and consulting the
records. The French Association Information et Management (https://aim.asso.fr/, accessed
on 5 September 2022) has estimated that approximately 7.5 h per week are spent searching
for information without finding it. Moreover, high costs are required for processing and
archiving paper documents. According to a study conducted by IDC (https://www.idc.
com/, accessed on 5 September 2022) in April 2020, printing consumables (reams of paper,
ink cartridges), operation and maintenance of printing peripherals, and the item related to
the enveloping of documents and postage represent on average between 1% and 3% of a
company’s turnover. In addition to locations for machines and paper stocks, the storage of
sensitive paper documents can be very cumbersome and expensive since it requires one or
more dedicated deposits with monitored climate conditions and surveillance personnel.

Document dematerialization is the replacement of physical (usually paper) documents
with digital files in a company. By centralizing all the documents in a digital collabora-
tive space, dematerialization considerably simplifies the search and consultation of the
documents. It also allows a better follow-up and traceability of documents, limiting the
risk of errors thanks to automation in the data entry. Switching from physical deposits to
storage information systems is a great source of savings in both costs and space. Last but
not least, dematerialization improves global productivity by saving time and increasing the
responsiveness of many processes, especially in a context where remote work and mobility
are on the rise. The IDC study shows that reducing dependency on paper documents was
in the top five priorities for IT investments of companies surveyed in the supply chain
sector, with 29% of them designating dematerialization as a priority.

Going from paper to digital information carriers implies routing documents through
several phases: their digitization, their indexing to be able to find them easily, even their
versioning to keep track of all the successive versions of the modified documents, their
archiving, and their certification to attest their veracity. Digital solutions facilitate these
steps and allow them to be processed automatically. Technical expertise, compliance with

https://www.agid.gov.it/en
https://aim.asso.fr/
https://www.idc.com/
https://www.idc.com/
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legislation, and technological and digital know-how are the keys to the digitalization of
document processes with cutting-edge solutions. Typically, companies and public adminis-
trations do not have this expertise in-house and have to obtain their dematerialization in
outsourcing. This is particularly true when the dematerialization concerns administrative,
legal, or sensitive documents as per regulations in many countries. In the European Com-
munity, for example, the rules for processing sensitive data have been defined in the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [35], and, based on them, the Italian AGID-Agenzia per
l’Italia Digitale has updated the Digital Administration Code [36]. According to current
legislation, only a notary or public official can guarantee the evidential effectiveness of a
document copy by issuing and signing a certificate of conformity. Thus, a dematerialization
process has to include the above step to return digital copies with legal value.

How a supplier provides a dematerialization service depends on marketing choices
and technical-organizational needs. A single company often offers the service, but some-
times it uses subcontracting or belongs to a consortium. In any case, we fall in the frame-
work of trust management described in Section 3.3.

4.2. The Document Dematerialization Process

The goal of a dematerialization process is to produce digital twins of paper documents
with the same legal value as the latter but with the advantages—in terms of costs, per-
formance, and scale—deriving from using computerized techniques to classify, store and
retrieve information. Such a process requires the intervention of different heterogeneous
entities that must operate and interact synergistically so that the process complies with
the highest standards (e.g., [37,38]) and stringent regulations in force for the management
of sensitive data (e.g., [39]). In particular, all the participating entities—whether human
beings, IoT devices responsible for process control, or the same resources subject to the
process (paper documents and related digital copies)—must be suitably identified and
traced throughout the process. Specifically, four main categories of entities intervene during
a treatment:

• Processing agents, that can be operators of the company providing the service, cus-
tomer operators, and public officials.

• Processed objects, which are sets of related paper documents constituting single
Archival Units (AU), where in turn each document composes of one or more Digitizable
Elementary Units (DEU), typically consisting of a single sheet of paper each.

• Digital artifacts produced as a result of the AU processing (e.g., tracking data, digital
copies obtained by scanning from paper originals, metadata for archival management).

• Physical devices for carrying out or controlling the treatment (e.g., scanners, smart-
phones, video cameras, containers).

All these entities participate and contribute in various ways to the realization of
document dematerialization and its monitoring. This rather complex process composes the
following phases and their related functional modules:

• Process setup An operator of the Sales and Deliveries division performs a series of
actions to set up a document dematerialization process for a given customer. Based
on a service contract stipulated with a customer, the operator produces a series of
conditions and electronic documents to manage and monitor the overall process.

• Taking charge at the customer premise An operator of the Logistics division is at
one of the customer’s premises to collect the AUs that must be digitized. The op-
erator must insert the AUs in suitable containers for their transport to the digitiza-
tion facility while producing a delivery report by recording data concerning the AUs
and their transportation into an information system. The information system was
configured in the previous step, and it implements programming logic and data re-
flecting the requirements and constraints of customers according to their stipulated
service contracts.

• Document transportation Operators of the Logistics division use vehicles equipped
with a GPS tracking system to transfer AUs from the customer premise to the dig-
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itization facility, optionally returning the documents back to the customer after
their digitization.

• Taking charge at the digitization facility Operators of the logistics division check that
the AUs received (and their related DEUs) correspond to the delivery report drawn
up in the previous step and that they have not suffered damage during transport.

• Physical pre-treatment Operators of the Archiving division inspect and classify the
AUs received from the previous step. They possibly carry out physical treatments
(sanitization, restoration, etc.) on some DEUs to improve their subsequent processing.
They keep track of document existence and status using the information inserted by
the operators of the Logistics division at the customer’s premises and the digitiza-
tion facility.

• Digitization Three operators and a supervisor participate in this module, which imple-
ments the process of digitizing documents. An operator takes care of the acquisition of
digital copies thanks to scanner devices equipped with advanced functions. He is as-
sisted in this task by a second operator, who is responsible for verifying the conformity
of the copies obtained based on the type of documents and contractual conditions.
Finally, a third operator is responsible for inserting all the metadata necessary for
archival purposes in the files obtained following the scan.

• Certification A public official (e.g., a notary) issues a certificate of conformity which
certifies the correspondence of the digital copies resulting from the previous step to
their original paper documents.

• Settings and data feed management A system administrator sets up the various
computer devices and applications required by the process (Databases, IoT devices,
Identity and Access Management systems). Each supervisor manages parameters and
inputs concerning the sub-process implemented by their division (e.g., the Optical
division supervisor manages acquisition and compression parameters).

• Incident management A service manager collects and manages incidents that can
occur during the process.

Given that digitizing a paper document turns out to trivially be a digital document, it
is legitimate to ask whether we can track and monitor the aforementioned process thanks
to a conventional approach.

The traditional solution to guarantee the authenticity and non-repudiation of a digital
document consists of applying a digital signature algorithm, a solution which, in the case of
a conventional ledger (i.e., non-blockchain type), could be used to satisfy the requirements
for the Taking charge and Digitization phases by generating and verifying digital signatures
on three separate documents. For example, the delivery report produced during the Taking
charge at the customer premise must contain the list of AUs (and their related DEUs) taken
in charge according to the contractual conditions. A digital signature on the report by both
the customer and the operator can suffice to validate this step. The relative verification
procedure should be carried out at the time of taking charge at the digitization facility
and it would consist in verifying the validity of the signatures affixed and the consistency
of the AUs and DEUs listed in the report with those physically received by the logistics
division. Only documents in both lists should be considered for the next stage of the
digitization process, while for the others, exceptions should be generated and separate
management provided.

However, this approach does not explicitly link the process steps together and does
not allow for direct handling of processing exceptions. By separately executing signing-
verifying procedures for each phase of the process, we lack a unitary and comprehensive
view of the dematerialization pipeline.

On the contrary, the “linked nature” of the transactions implemented through a
distributed ledger allows for the digital representation of a whole process as an ordered
set of cause–effect relationships. An in-depth analysis of the above process, in terms of
its use cases and their mutual dependencies, showed that it can be modeled as a pipeline
of steps with few branch points so that a ledger with a linear chain structure, i.e., a time-
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oriented ordered list of append-only records is perfectly adequate to track and trace its
evolving state.

As detailed in the following section, we exploited some core concepts of blockchain
technology in order to obtain a faithful representation of the document dematerialization
process thanks to a blockchain-type data structure and a series of smart contracts. By design,
these latter describe all the processing steps necessary to obtain a digital twin of a paper
document, equivalent to it in both legal and administrative terms. In this way, it is possible
to automate a whole series of control procedures and obtain a quality guarantee for the
entire process.

4.3. The Blockchain Model

For document dematerialization, it is appropriate to choose an asset capable of encod-
ing, on the one hand, the paper documents that compose the original archival units, and,
on the other, their corresponding digital copies and related metadata.

By designing smart contracts for processing the asset through suitable transactions, we
are able to describe the dematerialization process as a series of different steps involving
state changes in the AUs, considered as “elementary units of work”. Indeed, transactions
allow keeping track of the actions performed by the different agents in the different phases
of the dematerialization process for a given AU. Thus, we can encode the cause-and-effect
correlation among different actions on AUs as transaction chains in the ledger.

Finally, we can use the notion of block to associate multiple AUs with the package
used to transport them from the customer site to the processing center. Block creation
and verification correspond to assembling a package at the customer site and opening it
at the processing center, respectively. This workflow is substantially different from that
implemented in blockchain platforms currently on the market, where the transactions
submitted by different agents get assembled in blocks only for efficiency reasons.

Document dematerialization is clearly a cyber-physical process since it involves the
processing of paper documents through physical devices. Therefore, its proper digital
encoding requires the adoption of some of the strategies and tools discussed in Section 3.4.
The most compelling case concerns AUs and their packages since they require a technology
that is easy to deploy and at a low cost. The most straightforward solutions consist of
tapes and labels printed on special supports to provide visual evidence of their possible
tampering. These unequivocally indicate the possible first opening thanks to unique
graphics that can be checked both with the naked eye and through UV rays. The labels
contain a QR code able to identify them uniquely, and the appropriate application of tapes
and labels to the AUs or their packages can protect them against tampering or theft.

If replacement or cloning are plausible threats, through special techniques and the
support of a remote server, we can obtain more sophisticated tags resulting in anchors [32].

If customers monitor AUs packaging at their sites, then an anchor implementation
for the package IDs and tamper-proof packaging could suffice to ensure a one-to-one
unforgeable association between physical AUs and their digital counterparts. We can use
the hash digest obtained as the Merkle tree root of the transactions composing a block as the
ID of the package. Alternatively, in a more severe threat model, we can assure a one-to-one
unforgeable association between each paper AU and its encoding assets by anchoring it
through the asset ID.

5. Case Study: e-Voting for Public Consultations

In many discussions about e-voting, the tacit subject is remote e-voting, which is a
relevant and enabling idea when mobility is difficult, or gatherings are discouraged. Several
systems exist [17] to express preferences via web or mobile app, and they are effectively
adopted to consult opinions in limited assemblies or specific communities. Consequently,
authors usually pay little attention to corruption or coercive pressures when narrowing
the idea of e-voting in such limited contexts. If this is the case, a proposal of blockchain-
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based e-voting systems [18] overstates actual risks while introducing an immature layer in
the structure.

On the other hand, when thinking about public consultations involving a multitude
of people on sensible themes (Referenda) or assigning democratically chosen governing
seats, political forces come into play, and we need to consider both specific legal cases and
technological issues. In [40], an EU Cooperation Group created a taxonomy to classify the
origins and consequences of large-scale cyber-attacks on technologies related to elections.
A list of possible threats regarding the solely digital voting procedure includes:

• Tampering or DoS of voting and/or vote confidentiality during or after the elections;
• Software bug altering election results;
• Tampering with logs/journals;
• Breach of voter privacy during the casting of votes;
• Tampering, DoS, or overload of the systems used for counting or aggregating results;
• Tampering or DoS of communication links used to transfer (interim) results;
• Tampering with the supply chain involved in the movement or transfer of data.

The above risks directly depend on the inherent properties of a large-scale networked
e-voting system, regardless of the assumed technological layers. May the blockchain
mitigate those risks? What are the legal points to consider in the e-voting process?

In order to investigate these questions, in 2018, we decided to answer a call of the
municipality of Naples (Italy) addressed to associations, universities, research centers,
and students to form a volunteer working group on the usage of blockchain technology
in municipal referenda. The underlying idea aimed to directly involve the citizens in the
democratic decisional process on town-related issues, limiting the costs of a traditional
voting consultation.

Since the first day meeting, thanks to suggestions from officers embroiled in past
voting sessions, the group focused on possible strategies to limit corruption, vote-buying,
and malicious manipulation of ballots. Those generic issues, in the first instance, convinced
us to abandon the idea of remote unattended e-voting. Whatever technology, secured
protocol, or cryptographic algorithm we would introduce, we could not receive assurance
about private voting: if a voter uses a privately owned unattended device to express a
preference, unwanted third parties can record or assist that expression, opening to any
corrupting, vote-selling, or menacing activity. Remote e-voting goes against the principle
of anonymity requested by public consultations. For this reason, we imagined a hybrid
approach, not considering a digital twin of the whole process, but rather a system including
personal identification and voting in a polling station, with a digital recording of the votes
on a publicly accessible ledger.

When discussing the protection of process authenticity in the context of e-voting, we
need to consider many competing factors, and blockchain does not always work toward
a reliable outcome. Starting from the involved actors, we considered all the components
present in the traditional paper ballot process –resulting from century-long debates on
modern vote expression– and their possible equivalent role in a hypothetical blockchain
electronic system. The legal framework currently enacted for voting must be respected,
and since each nation employs a different system, our reasonings were tailored to the
Italian case for local referenda. However, the approach herein described can be reshaped to
different situations.

As well described in [19], elections frequently have a diverse range of stakeholders
and opponents. System designers and legislators conceived of balancing the different forces
playing during the voting procedure by identifying each actor and assigning them roles,
duties, and powers:

• Voters, attentive in the correctness of the voting procedure, but also in affirming their
interest that could lead to malicious behavior;

• Candidates or referendum promoters, who want their position chosen by the electors;
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• Election officials and poll workers, who are directly involved in the correctness of
the procedure and could misbehave for interest;

• Scrutineers and list representatives, requiring access to all possible evidence to check
for correctness;

• Organizers and suppliers, who are responsible for the actuation of the process and,
therefore, the most exposed figures.

The current voting procedure explicitly or implicitly limits many possibly misconducted
activities, and the designers of an e-voting system should keep existing good ideas while
correcting, where possible, weaknesses and limiting the introduction of new fragilities.

Principal weaknesses in our local context regard corruption/vote-buying coupled
with a tolerated sloppiness in the process execution, leading to errors or ease of misconduct.
An unmodifiable ledger such as blockchain could positively impact problems such as
missing ballot papers, tallying errors, inconsistencies, and transmission issues while giving
more audibility options to scrutineers, list representatives, and the general public.

However, better audibility is an enemy of anonymity. One of the strengths of paper
ballots is their tangible anonymity: we can count the pieces of paper, which should corre-
spond to the voters, but we cannot understand who put that single piece in the ballot box
or at what time. In a digital context, a voter who can use a record in the ledger to track her
single vote will be happy to receive proof of counting her intentions, but at the same time,
that record will expose her choices (Figure 3a). In general, registering single votes on a
blockchain, even if expressed through a presided voting booth through a shared wallet, can
expose a timestamp that malicious parties can track (Figure 3b). As a general rule, voters
should never have a receipt identifying their vote, and a physical and presided ballot box
is a reasonable compromise between verifiability and receipt-freeness in most cases.
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Figure 3. Schematic of possible text for e-voting transactions on a blockchain: (a) Remote voting
with anonymization (privacy) by voter ID, vote and timestamp are exposed; (b) Polling station voting
with anonymization by collective ID, vote and timestamp are exposed; (c) Polling station voting with
anonymization by vote aggregation, votes and timestamps are exposed; (d) Polling station voting
with anonymization by vote aggregation and ciphering, timestamp is exposed.

Can a blockchain help reduce the weaknesses described above without impacting the
required anonymity in public consultations? We believe this is the focal question for any
case study involving blockchain and e-voting, and no immediate answer is available.

Before proceeding with a tentative answer, we need to step back to the original
questions on possible technological threats to e-voting systems. The highest risks in any
system reside in the central controller, and for this reason, any successful attack on that
controller would invalidate the outcome of the process at the whole scale. On the contrary,
one of the strengths of the traditional paper ballot in Italy is the distributed topology with
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local responsibilities. Each polling station has officers, workers, and scrutineers that run
the local process, from preparing the premises to tallying and packaging of reports and
records. If we want to mimic the actors of the traditional paper ballot in an e-voting system
with polling stations, we should keep that topology in our networked system: any attack
on a station would not interfere with the global system, and an eventual re-voting would
be local and not complete. A blockchain ledger could fit in this idea.

At this point, we can sketch an initial draft of a blockchain e-voting system with
polling stations. Let us consider a certain number of polling stations distributed on the
territory based on the voters’ population. Each voter receives authorization to vote from the
state office in charge. We are agnostic about this procedure, but verification should involve
officers in the polling stations, not some software. The polling station chair authorizes
the voter by opening a session in a voting booth. Each station has a virtual ballot box,
not yet well defined, collecting the electronic votes expressed in voting booths through
proper voting interfaces (e.g., tablet, laptop, PC. Figure 4). When the voter completes
her expression of preference, the chair closes her voting session, and her preferences get
transferred from the polling hardware to the virtual ballot box. Votes can be aggregated
and anonymized before sending the local tallying to a public blockchain address (Figure 3c).
At the end of the polling period, anybody holding read access to the adopted blockchain
can make the final tallying and declare the winner of the consultation.

Summarizing, during two years-long activity of the working group, we identified
some fundamental principles to ensure that the blockchain e-voting process could mitigate
traditional risks and improve some desired values for a correct democratic representation:

1. A distributed system can circumscribe possible attacks on local polling stations as
long as the chosen blockchain infrastructure is solid and reliable.

2. Voters should go to a polling station and present a valid voting certificate to an officer
who will consent to access a polling booth.

3. Votes must be aggregated and anonymized before recording on the blockchain.
4. Each polling station should have a blockchain wallet to transact with a central wal-

let and transmit aggregated votes. Those transactions should be periodic during
the polling hours but with a minimum consistency in the number of votes to pre-
vent time-related traceability. Periodicity helps report participation statistics during
polling hours and improves resiliency by reducing local re-voting in case of problems
or attacks.

5. Italian regulations prohibit releasing exit polls during voting hours, and therefore vot-
ing information within transactions should be encrypted (Figure 3d), and decryption
keys publicly released at the end of the voting period.

6. The adopted distributed ledger should be public to allow free scrutinizing.
7. Anybody provided with suitable software, free read access to the adopted blockchain,

and the decryption keys must have the opportunity to do the final overall tallying.
8. All software must be open source to let the public check functionalities. Local systems

running the voting software must provide a mechanism for run-time authentication
of running processes (e.g., as described in [41]).

An additional opportunity envisioned by the working group, not specific to blockchain
but electronic voting in general, is the ability to implement revoting functionalities: if a
voter can change her vote repeatedly, any visual record of her choice (e.g., a picture on a
mobile phone) does not represent a final decision, and a malevolent third party will not
have a proof for coercive finalities.

Regarding point 3 above, much discussion is still open. How can a voter trust the im-
plemented system for the local virtual ballot box? Since receipt-freeness [16] is compulsory
to prevent coercion and vote-buying, are end-to-end voting systems feasible to implement
this task? Are zero-knowledge-proof or shuffle techniques feasible in this context? Us-
ing complex cryptographic protocols could deter skeptical voters from e-voting systems,
obtaining a contrary effect from the desired increased democratic participation.
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Figure 4. Draft of a blockchain e-voting system and algorithm with polling stations. The diagram is
stacked for each actor.

In general, e-voting for public consultation is a challenging theme because digital
anonymity is almost a chimera: blockchain looks like a promising tool. However, it
introduces new risks linked to voter identification. Its anti-tampering features help design
a system that improves the democratic aspects of tallying. However, solutions for the
virtual ballot box must be tested in the real-world context to check acceptance from the
public. Considering the political uncertainty of funding on this theme, we can expect a
stable solution after several iterations of research initiatives.

6. Case Study: Secure Sharing of Electronic Health Records

Over the past two decades, many efforts have been made by researchers, policymakers
and standards development organizations to propose and implement new solutions that
can improve health services using ICT. Electronic booking of doctor visits, electronic
prescriptions, exploration of digital medical images (such as CT, MRI, PET, etc.), and clinical
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decision support systems are just a few examples that show how the digital transformation
of the healthcare sector is providing powerful tools to doctors and decision-makers to make
clinical services more efficient.

6.1. Interoperable Electronic Health Records

One of the most important ICT investments in healthcare is undoubtedly the EHR,
which can be defined as “digitally stored health care information about an individual’s life-
time with the purpose of supporting continuity of care, education and research, and ensur-
ing confidentiality at all times” [42]. The development of an EHR system is of fundamental
importance for the digitization of data and health services, and not only for the significant
functions it provides regarding immediate, more accurate and effective patient history.
Indeed, the implementation of an EHR requires a series of prerequisites: medical docu-
ments produced by multiple healthcare organizations must comply with the same format
and share the same types of metadata, the clinical content must be represented using the
same coding systems, all computer systems must be able to use the same communication
protocols and security mechanisms, the software applications used in healthcare facilities,
medical laboratories and general practitioners must be compatible with the same technical
specifications. This means that the EHR can be seen as a driving force towards a digital
health revolution in a broad area, as well as an alignment of the IT services provided by
facilities located in different regions.

To achieve this aim, standardization bodies around the world have published numer-
ous technical standards, often localized to a specific country, which define many technical
aspects. The most important health IT standards are as follows:

• Health Level Seven (HL7) with the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) standard
defines the structures of the clinical document and, with the new Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard, the data formats and REST operations;

• Clinical content is typically encoded using LOINC (laboratory observations), ICD
(diseases), SNOMED CT (pathological anatomy and much more) or ATC (active
principles) coding/classification systems;

• Many communication protocols are based on IHE transactions specified in integration
profiles.

The adoption of international standards is also leading institutions to issue regula-
tions regarding the interoperability between EHR systems of different countries, such as
European or United States countries, in clear compliance with their respective privacy
regulations, such as GDPR or HIPAA.

Despite these important advances, due to its native decentralization, the healthcare sec-
tor still presents some significant issues that need to be adequately addressed, particularly
concerning the authenticity of the processes. Indeed, health processes, such as care plans,
e-prescriptions, medical examinations, etc., are composed of several tasks—performed
partly in sequence and partly in parallel—which typically produce relevant data. To ensure
good data quality, it is essential not only that the data comply with standard formats,
but also that it is produced following the correct clinical processes. In this way, all health
facilities are able to perform homogeneous functions, ensuring the same quality of health
services to all citizens, regardless of their residence.

Blockchain technology provides intrinsic characteristics capable of correctly addressing
the current limitations. It is worth emphasizing that, in order to ensure the authenticity of
the process, it is important to guarantee the security of the health record, which means pro-
tecting privacy, data ownership, integrity and sharing. With this precondition, blockchain
technology, together with appropriately designed smart contracts, permits us to monitor,
control and facilitate the correct execution of healthcare processes.

The next subsections organically illustrate a series of experiences that we have had to
address existing problems in the healthcare sector using blockchain technology.
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6.2. Health Data Management

As illustrated in [43], data privacy should be ensured after achieving secure storage.
Blockchain technology makes it possible to ensure that data is stored according to high
security measures. In fact, the use of hashing and other cryptographic mechanisms—along
with the validation of blocks through consensus algorithms—allow for strong authenticity
of health data.

A problem to be addressed in this context with the adoption of the blockchain concerns
the enormous volume of data produced by healthcare facilities and patients. We analyzed
this issue in [44], where we came to the solution that only the metadata containing the
main relevant information about the generated documents/data should be stored in the
blockchain (thus representing the asset), while the entire clinical document/data should be
stored off-chain in health information systems. This approach is in line with the current
IT architecture used for EHR systems, where documents/data are stored in repositories
distributed at healthcare facilities while their metadata are stored in central registers in order
to index the documents/data to which these metadata refer to. In this way, the patient’s
privacy is preserved, as no personal data are stored in the blockchain (in particular by
applying pseudonymization).

More specifically, we used a private and permissioned blockchain, in which the
network nodes are organized into:

• Validating peers, which are healthcare-related organizations with a copy of the ledger
that verify the flows of transactions;

• Endorsing peers, which are validating peers that verify the correctness of transactions
on the basis of consent at the application level;

• Ordering peers, which assemble and manage the transactions in blocks.

In this context, we have experimented with the adoption of blockchain technology
for the management of data represented and exchanged according to the HL7 FHIR [45]
standard, which in recent years is spreading all over the world for its ability to produce
computational specifications, facilitating so a homogeneous implementation of software
applications [46]. In particular, we designed and developed a prototype using both (i) the
FHIR server, able to manage FHIR data structures (named resources); and (ii) the Hyper-
ledger Fabric blockchain framework. Our experimentation was performed by defining a
two-tier architecture system capable of exchanging messages at the application level (FHIR
REST operations) and messages at the network level (Fabric transactions). To integrate these
two layers, we have coupled the FHIR servers to the Fabric peers via software components
(which act as Fabric clients), which are intended to intercept the high-level messages sent
to the FHIR servers and forward the related transaction requests on the Fabric channels.
In this way, the interceptors allow the blockchain located at the network level to always
be informed of the interactions that occur at the application level, ensuring consistency
between the two levels.

6.3. Health Process Authenticity

Blockchain and smart contracts are enabling technologies and protocols capable of
guaranteeing the integrity and authenticity of processes, a key factor in the health sec-
tor. This condition, in fact, makes it possible to trace the correct execution of healthcare
processes, helping doctors, healthcare facilities and, above all, patients to correctly follow
treatment plans, clinical paths and guidelines. Furthermore, all documents and clinical
data can be appropriately correlated with each other, allowing healthcare professionals to
have all the clinical vision of the path that a patient is following.

To achieve this objective, we claim that it is necessary to design a system architecture
based on the following approach:
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1. The identified health processes must be adequately analyzed and formalized. Stan-
dards such as OMG BPMN make it possible to represent a business process in a
graphic and formal way. The tasks that make up a process, their associations, as well
as the actors responsible for carrying them out can be intuitively specified for both
humans and machines. Collaboration between different business processes can also be
represented. The use of formal process notations is crucial to ensure that the process
managed by the architecture is a true digital twin of the actual health process carried
out by the end-users.

2. The data model of the system architecture must be defined. This model has to be
specified by identifying the types of data produced for each activity of all business
processes considered. Particular attention must be paid to the exchange of data
between different tasks, whether those tasks are carried out by the same actor or
different actors.

3. The interactions concerning the tasks of the different actors allow us to identify the
application interfaces of the subsystems that must be located at each actor. In this way,
interfaces can be designed to adequately handle the desired flow data.

4. From the defined data model, the subset of data (transactions) to be sent to the
ledger must be identified. This analysis must be carried out by identifying the assets
and, consequently, the significant data that need to be immutably kept to ensure the
integrity of the data to which they refer.

5. There is no single point of trust such as a central Certificate Authority (CA). In-
stead, according to the decentralization needs of the healthcare domain described
in Section 6.1, a decentralized CA should eliminate the need for a single “trusted
third party”.

6. Smart contracts should be designed to encode the logic of the transactions that manage
the assets. In particular, they must be able to acquire the data produced by the activities
of the processes and, if the specific codified preconditions are met, send them to the
ledger. In this way, smart contracts can act as an interface between the application
and network layers and automate the execution of processes, ensuring their correct
implementation and integrity.

As a case study for implementing this approach, we consider the Patient Summary (PS)
feeding process [47]. The PS is a relevant document generated and regularly updated by
the General Practitioner (GP), as it contains the most relevant clinical information of the
patient (such as possible allergies, interventions, problems, pharmaceutical therapies in
progress, etc.). In general, the GP is not always immediately informed of the existence
of new clinical information relating to a patient, as it is constantly produced during the
patient’s contact with the health system. However, the importance of this document to
physicians is paramount, as it allows for an instant view of the patient’s history. For this
reason, tools are needed to facilitate communication with the GP regarding the new clinical
information available. It is worth noting that the GP has the ultimate responsibility for
deciding what information should or should not be included in a PS.

Figure 5 shows a BPMN model that describes a possible process. In this process,
there are three actors: a medical specialist, a GP and the EHR. The scenario considered
consists of a medical visit that a patient makes with the medical specialist, at the end
of which he/she generates a clinical report, which is indexed in the EHR and notified
to the GP. In this way, the GP can retrieve the document from the EHR and—if he/she
deems it appropriate—update the patient’s PS. This latter document must also be retrieved
from the EHR. In addition, its updated version must be indexed in the EHR, replacing the
old version.
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Figure 5. Example of a process represented in BPMN, where a clinical report produced after a
patient’s visit with a specialist doctor is recorded in the EHR, retrieved by the GP and used for a
possible update of the PS.

All types of data produced in each activity of the entire process permit us to identify
the data model of the system architecture. In particular, the task “Notify document to GP” in
the figure has the purpose of sending the most relevant metadata of the clinical report to the
GP, in order to inform him/her about the generation of the new document. In this scenario,
these data consist of the document identifier, document type, patient identifier and process
identifier. Therefore, it is necessary to design and develop an application interface used by
the GP in able to manage this data.

As shown in the UML component diagram in Figure 6, a specific software component
of the system (i.e., an interceptor) must be able to intercept this data and send it to the

“Register document” and “Retrieve document” smart contracts, which have been designed and
developed specifically for this purpose. These smart contracts are intended to (i) analyze
the correctness of the data; (ii) identify the process; (iii) verify the user access rights;
(iv) possibly transform the data into a specified transaction format; and (v) send/retrieve
the transaction to/from the blockchain. Using the properties of blockchains is possible
to build architectures based on decentralized CAs, as described in [48]. In this context,
the transaction is composed of the same types of data received by the smart contract, even
if the smart contract is in charge of replacing the patient identifier with a pseudonym.
The verification of the user access rights is carried out by using specific access control
models. In healthcare, the Attributed-Based Access Control Model (ABAC) is often used,
as it easily permits us to design policies that grant or deny access to services and resources
on the basis of a number of attributes declared by the user (represented in digitally signed
authorization tokens), such as professional role (GP, specialist, nurse, etc.), purpose of use
(emergency/urgent or ordinary access), patient consent and so on.

After receiving the notification, the GP can thus retrieve the clinical report from the
EHR system, which verifies the integrity of the data and the process by interacting with the
blockchain. Finally, the GP decides whether to add more information to the PS.
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Figure 6. Component diagram of the system architecture.

7. Conclusions

Trying to address the general problem of process authentication, in this work, we
identify some structural concepts and tools functional to introduce a framework for the
authentication of the digital twin of a process using DL technology.

Through the description of three different case studies, we present the outcome of
unrelated activities, sharing the difficulties of authenticating the process steps in a non-
natively digital activity. Each case study exposes limitations and possible solutions to
implement the process authentication such that it could result reasonably acceptable for
the community of the application context.

We believe that through a methodological approach, the analysis of a process may
expose the critical points requiring stringent authentication, often leading to a more pro-
found awareness of inherent weaknesses. On the other hand, creating a digital twin of
a process could lead to deceitful confidence in the chosen strategies. By implementing
our case studies, we found that a digital twin of a process could introduce new issues not
present in the physical context.

Therefore, we envision the creation of the digital twin of a process as a cyclic procedure
involving: an initial mapping of the steps to the physical-world process, a fixing of the
digital issues that could arise, and a final inverse checking of the mapping, repeating the
procedure until necessary. A formalization of this idea will be the object of future study.

Moreover, human concurrence is focal when managing some of the steps or sub-steps
in physical processes, and its respective integrity is also still the object of future research.
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